EASY AND FLEXIBLE APP CONTROLLED HEATING FROM IDEAL BOILERS

Living Room

CURRENT ROOM TEMPERATURE | 12.1°

TARGET TEMPERATURE
Until 7:00 am

20.0°

HALO COMBI WI-FI | WWW.IDEALBOILERS.COM
EA SY TO USE
EASY TO INSTALL
EASY TO LIVE WITH
HALO

Living Room
Current Room Temperature | 12.1°

HEATING OFF
FROST PROTECTION
Active

5.0°
LARGE, CLEAR, COLOUR SCREEN
2 YEAR WARRANTY
SMART HOME COMPATIBILITY - CONTROL YOUR HEATING WITH AMAZON ALEXA OR GOOGLE HOME
FAST AND SIMPLE TO INSTALL
SMART SUPPORT AUTOMATICALLY SENDS BOILER DATA TO IDEAL BOILERS CUSTOMER SERVICE
GEOLLOCATION FOR LIFESTYLE BASED HEATING

Halo

- Monday:
  - 21°C: 06:00 - 08:00
  - OFF: 08:00 - 16:00
  - 21°C: 16:00 - 22:00
  - OFF: 22:00 -

- Tuesday:
  - 21°C: 06:00 - 08:00
  - OFF: 08:00 - 16:00
  - 21°C: 16:00 - 22:00
  - OFF: 22:00 -

ADD NEW DEVICES
CONTACT SUPPORT
INTELLIGENT CONTROL FOR ULTIMATE COMFORT

The Ideal Halo Combi Wi-Fi is an internet connected wireless programmable room thermostat designed to work specifically with your Ideal Boiler.

Halo Wi-Fi allows heating control anytime, anywhere through the flexible and intuitive Halo app. With features such as geolocation and compatibility with smart home assistants such as Amazon Alexa and Google Home Halo provides smart, intelligent heating control.

EASY AND FLEXIBLE APP CONTROLLED HEATING

Monitor and adjust your heating wherever you are with the Halo app.

Whether you want to adjust your heating schedules, turn up your heating remotely or turn down your heating when you’re running late, the intuitive and easy to use Halo app allows you to access your heating from any location.
SMART HOME COMPATIBILITY

No need to even move from the sofa if you’re feeling chilly, simply tell Halo to turn the heating up.

AMAZON ECHO AND ALEXA

Link Halo Wi-Fi to Alexa in the Amazon Alexa app by downloading the Halo skill.

GOOGLE HOME

Halo Wi-Fi also works with the Google Home assistant, find the Halo skill in the Google assistant app.

GEOLOCATION, FOR LIFESTYLE BASED HEATING

Geolocation automatically controls your heating based on your location so you only use it when you need to.

By linking your smartphone location to Halo it will intelligently control your heating so it is only on when you’re in the house. When you leave, the heating will automatically switch off to save energy.